1. Introduction

Völkerpsychologie, or ‘folk psychology’, reflected some of the main currents within German academia in the nineteenth century. Its foremost representatives – the philosopher Moritz Lazarus, the linguist Heymann Steinthal, and the psychologist Wilhelm Wundt – tried to build a new academic discipline that would synthesise the empirical knowledge about the history and development of mankind that had been accumulated during the nineteenth century. The idea of universal progress characteristic of ‘classical’, nineteenth-century liberal thinking underpinned the ‘project’ of Völkerpsychologie as much as a firm belief in the importance of the nation or the ‘people’. Judged by the ambitious aims of its founders, Völkerpsychologie was a failure. In contrast to other emerging disciplines (such as sociology, cultural anthropology or political science) it did not become an established subject at university level during the twentieth century. Still, it was part of a wide-ranging debate about the future of the humanities and their role within a changing disciplinary matrix. Moreover, the history of Völkerpsychologie is indicative of the mentality of liberal, nineteenth-century German scholars, their preferences, perspectives and idiosyncrasies; and despite its flaws and ultimate demise, it left a long legacy throughout the twentieth century.

2. Founders: Lazarus and Steinthal

Lazarus and Steinthal’s Völkerpsychologie provided an amalgam of the philosophies Joseph Friedrich Herbart (1776-1841), Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-1835) and Georg W. F. Hegel (1770-1831) and aimed at an alternative to both historicism and philosophical idealism. Their version of Völkerpsychologie kept much of the Romantic terminology of the early nineteenth century, most importantly the concept of the ‘folk spirit’ (Volksgeist), as well as an uncritical belief
in the *Volk* as the source of everything that was good, true, and beautiful. In contrast to earlier studies of ‘national character’, from Herodotus and Thucydides to Montesquieu, Hume and Mill, Lazarus and Steintal’s aim was to build a discipline exclusively devoted to the study of the *Volksgeist*. They believed that this folk spirit was not only an important aspect of history and society, but its central pillar and driving force. A complete and adequate understanding of the ‘mind of the nation’ would explain the historical development of mankind in its entirety. With hindsight, *Völkerpsychologie* thus appears as a quintessentially modern discipline, despite the old-fashioned terminology they frequently employed. The core ideas of liberalism were fused in their concept of folk psychology: the belief in the primordial importance of the nation was combined with an admiration for the methodological rigour of the sciences. These notions were combined with the idea of universal progress, both material and moral, which was informed not only by philosophical study, but by their personal experience of Jewish emancipation. Both Lazarus and Steintal strongly supported the Jewish reform movement, and at the same identified with Prussian-German nation and its culture.¹

*Völkerpsychologie* would bridge the gap between the sciences (‘natural history’) and the humanities (‘history of mankind’) that had opened by mid-century.² Nature was strictly determined, Lazarus and Steintal argued: it was ruled by the ‘blind necessity’ of mechanical processes and the cycles of organic life. History, in contrast, was defined by freedom and progress. The ‘essence of the spirit’ (*Wesen des Geistes*), however, was ambivalent: similar to nature, it developed with law-like necessity, but at the same time, the spirit produced ‘historically progressive, new and free creations’ which were impossible in the ‘realm of nature’. The spirit developed according to psychological laws and thus created progress: ‘The law-like permanent
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activity of the spirit equals development, and progress is so much part of the nature of spirit, that
the spirit therefore is not part of nature anymore.\textsuperscript{3} This paradox called for a new discipline that
would study the ‘folk spirit’ – the subject matter of the humanities – with the methods of the
sciences. Worded rather awkwardly, Lazarus and Steinthal thus proposed establishing a ‘social
science’, a generation before establishing ‘sociology’ became the concern of some of Germany’s
most eminent scholars.

To position their new discipline, Lazarus and Steinthal rejected other disciplines that had
already studied man as a social being as one-sided and limited. They were particularly critical of
anthropology and ethnology: the former explained the characteristics of nations solely as the result
of geological and climatic influences and ignored all psychological factors, while the latter treated
man as an ‘animal’, a mere ‘product of nature’ and thus represented little more than a ‘chapter of
zoology’. Such perspectives systematically ignored the mental development of mankind, Lazarus
and Steinthal maintained.\textsuperscript{4} \textit{Völkerpsychologie}, in contrast, would merge the sciences (natural
history) and the humanities (history of mankind).\textsuperscript{5}

The main task of \textit{Völkerpsychologie} was to describe and understand the development of the
folk spirit, i.e. the progress of nations (or \textit{Völker}), civilisation and humanity, and by doing so to
contribute to this very progress. The aims and objectives of the new discipline were universal, all-
encompassing and without limits. A discipline that studied man as a social being was overdue,
Lazarus and Steinthal argued: ‘Man is by birth a member of a \textit{Volk}, and is thus determined in his
mental development in manifold ways. The individual cannot be completely comprehended
without regard to the mental whole (\textit{die geistige Gesamtheit}) in which it has been created and in
which it lives.’\textsuperscript{6} Man could only exist as part of a national community, and since the folk
represented more than the sum of its parts, folk psychology was the necessary extension of
individual psychology.\textsuperscript{7}

For this purpose, folk psychology needed to clarify the relationship between the individual
and the community. Lazarus and Steinthal described this relation as an interaction
(\textit{Wechselwirkung}), but an asymmetric one: each and every mental activity of an individual was

\textsuperscript{3} Ibid., pp. 17-18.
\textsuperscript{4} Ibid., pp. 11-13.
\textsuperscript{5} Ibid., p. 15.
\textsuperscript{6} Heymann Steinthal, \textit{Grammatik, Logik, und Psychologie: Ihre Principien und ihr Verhältnis zu einander} (Berlin:
rooted in the spirit of the folk. The community regularly took precedence over the individual. Individual achievements could only be understood and explained as products of the folk spirit, even though they could only be expressed by individuals. Language was the prime example to illustrate this point: it was never ‘invented’ or ‘created’ by an individual, but as a means of communication presupposed the existence of a folk community. Equally, the customs, works of art and general culture of a nation were products of a ‘slow and incremental progressive development’, not creations of an individual. A central concept of Lazarus’s folk psychology was Verdichtung (literally ‘condensation’ or ‘thickening’). It described the learning processes of nations over long periods of time, which allowed for the progressive development of culture and civilisation. Verdichtung occurred ‘when concepts and series of concepts, which have been discovered in earlier times by the most talented individuals and could only be grasped and understood by few, become slowly appropriated by whole classes of peoples and ultimately by the entirety of the people’. Hence, the folk as a whole stood ‘on the shoulders of giants’: it profited from the discoveries of outstanding individuals whose ideas it used and took for granted, thus elevating its standard of culture and civilisation.

For Heymann Steinhthal in particular, studying language was the best way to understand the national mind, since language transmitted the ‘appropriations of the past in condensed form into the present’, as he explained with reference to Lazarus. To Steinhthal, linguistics itself was a form of applied Völkerpsychologie. Steinhthal and Lazarus thus continued a long tradition of philosophical study of language, and agreed with their predecessors, from Herder to Humboldt to the brothers Grimm, that language was the foremost expression of the folk spirit. Accordingly, linguistics and philology aimed at explaining the ‘mind’ of nations by studying their literatures and
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the grammatical structures of their languages, and were thus the most important areas of research for Völkerpsychologie. Appropriately, Sprachwissenschaft was included in the title of Lazarus and Steinthal’s journal.

Still, Völkerpsychologie needed to reach beyond linguistics. While Lazarus and Steinthal considered language the most important common trait of the folk, they argued that defining the folk by language alone was insufficient. There was no general agreement on what constituted a ‘language’ in the first place. Moreover, different nations used the same language, and some nations such as Switzerland used more than one language. Similarly, ‘common descent’ could not define a nation since all nations were ethnically mixed. As a solution, Lazarus and Steinthal introduced a voluntaristic definition of the nation: the folk was the product of the will of its members to form a folk, and hence the result of a conscious and deliberate decision. A Volk depended on the subjective view of its members of their equality and unity. Despite their subjective origins, nations were no imaginations, but realities, and could be found as facts throughout history. But the folk was a mental product of the individuals who belonged to it and was thus endlessly recreated. It was the ‘first product of the folk spirit’. Lazarus and Steinthal thus introduced a notion of the ‘folk’ that came close to modern constructivist theories of nations and nationalism.

The debate about anti-Semitism between 1879 and 1881 changed the meaning of folk psychology for Lazarus as it increasingly became a way of describing the Jewish spirit and justifying it against anti-Semitic accusations. These formed the main reason for his decision to embark upon a major book project, a comprehensive study of the Ethics of Judaism that would occupy him for the rest of his life. Lazarus managed only to finish the first volume of this comprehensive study, which was published in 1898, with English and French translations following soon afterwards. Reflecting his political-social consciousness as a liberal reformist German Jew, Lazarus tried to synthesise ‘Kant and Judaism’ and presented the Ethics of Judaism as embodying universal values. He wanted to show that the continuous Jewish tradition was the real origin of modern humanism. With this claim he represented the dilemma and the inner contradictions of Reform Judaism, for he reserved a privileged position for the unique Jewish spirit,
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12 Moritz Lazarus, *Die Ethik des Judenthums*, vol. 1 (Frankfurt am Main: Kauffmann, 1898).
but at the same time conceived the Jewish spirit as universal and progressive.\textsuperscript{14} Similar to non-Jewish liberals, he presented his own political-social and moral values as universal and generally valid. In addition, and not unlike his anti-Semitic opponents, he essentialised the Jewish spirit, although he did not associate it with negative, but positive connotations, since it embodied a general ideal of mankind.\textsuperscript{15}

For his part, Steinthal responded to this dilemma of Reform Judaism in much the same way as Lazarus. Even though less exposed in public life than his colleague and brother-in-law Lazarus, he was involved in several Jewish organisations, published regularly in the \textit{Zeitschrift des Judentums}, and responded to anti-Semitic accusations with the same vigour and conviction. To Steinthal, Judaism equalled moral-intellectual progress and was thus a vital part of the national spirit: ‘Judaism equals humanity; and since humanism can be reconciled with any nationality, if the nation really aspires to it, so Judaism can be reconciled with any nationality.’\textsuperscript{16} Steinthal repeated an argument that represented the pride of German Jews in their achievements and enraged the anti-Semites: he claimed that their ‘double heritage’ had turned the German Jews into better Germans because they combined German culture and \textit{Bildung} with Jewish ethics.

Both Lazarus and Steinthal saw no conflict between folk psychology and their interest in ethics; on the contrary, they presented them as closely related, even complementary fields of study. After all, ‘morals’ and ‘customs’ of the folk and their historical development had always been understood as one of the products of the folk spirit. Lazarus presented folk psychology as a discipline created on the ‘basis of Judaism’ whose ideas ‘originated from the deepest sources of Judaism’. His studies on folk psychology had reconfirmed his identification with the Jewish faith and its ethical principles.\textsuperscript{17} With hindsight, he saw his childhood experiences in the trilingual town of Filehne in the province of Posen as a reason for his life-long interest in \textit{Völkerpsychologie}.\textsuperscript{18}

 Appropriately, Lazarus’s last public speech, delivered in Vienna in 1897 to much acclaim, was
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dedicated to a ‘folk-psychological study of Judaism’, thus combining the topics that had dominated his academic work and his activities as a public intellectual.¹⁹ To Steinthal, too, ethics and *Völkerpsychologie* were intricately connected. Ethics did not start with the individual, he argued, but with the national community. The ‘spirit’ of the individual was rooted in the community, which was therefore the starting point both of folk psychology and of any kind of ethics.²⁰ In 1885, Steinthal published a comprehensive study entitled *General Ethics* which underscored this point.²¹ In this study, Steinthal defined the ‘objective spirit’ in a way that was dangerously close to the ‘metaphysical speculations’ that folk psychology had intended to overcome. To Steinthal, the objective spirit represented the ‘sum and the system of objects of all subjective spirits that have ever lived’. The objective spirit was the ‘realm of the intelligible’, of ‘ideas and truth, beauty and the good’, it was the ‘empirically highest concept, the definition of all conceivable perfection, the perfect object’.²²

Even though Lazarus and Steinthal’s folk psychology can be described as a proto-social science, or as a precursor of modern social psychology,²³ their terminology and horizon resembled early- to mid-nineteenth-century philosophy and reflected debates in the humanities of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Their attempt to orientate folk psychology towards the sciences worked only on the level of analogy and was largely mediated by the psychology of Herbart. Neither Lazarus nor Steinthal developed an awareness of the methodological problems of a ‘social science’, and designed *Völkerpsychologie* as a text-based, hermeneutical discipline that differed little from the established humanities. In particular Lazarus lacked the knowledge and understanding to introduce new ‘scientific’ methodologies to the humanities. Instead, he believed that discovering historical ‘laws of development’ would assure the scientific status of folk psychology. A related structural problem of folk psychology was the Eurocentric, even Germano-centric bias of their approach. Echoing Hegel, for Lazarus and Steinthal ‘history’ started with the ancient Greeks and was limited to European nations. Only European nations contributed to culture and civilisation, and hence only they were of interest to folk psychology. Lazarus and Steinthal
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²² Ibid., p. 424.
were not capable, or willing, to include non-European nations or even prehistoric, ‘primitive’
people into their studies, despite Steinthal being an expert of African and Asian languages. Their
folk psychology thus differed from later approaches to cultural and social anthropology whose
cultural relativism opened perspectives that were unattainable for the philosophers Lazarus and
Steinthal.24

Judged by the high expectations of Lazarus and Steinthal, the reception of folk psychology
by the academic community must have been disappointing. From its inception, their
Völkerpsychologie received mixed reviews. Even sympathetic readers missed an adequate
definition of the crucial term Volksgeist and doubted that the ‘mind’ or ‘spirit’ could be exclusively
understood as the product of ‘society’.25 The Kantian philosopher Eduard von Hartmann (1842-
1906), author of the Philosophy of the Unconscious, argued that the legitimacy of folk psychology
depended on the existence of a ‘general spirit’ (Gesamtgeist) or folk spirit, which had not been
proven. He also doubted that the general spirit would always take precedence over the individual
spirit, as Lazarus and Steinthal had claimed.26

Other reviewers were even more critical. The philosopher Adolf Lasson (1832-1917), a
colleague of Lazarus and Steinthal at the University of Berlin, could not hide his sarcasm when he
reviewed the first issues of their journal. Lazarus and Steinthal had failed to give a precise definition
of the folk, the main object of their new psychology, Lasson complained. Folk psychology had
neither a distinct object of study nor a method; therefore it did not meet the requirements of a
scientific discipline. Unsurprisingly to Lasson, the first issues of the new journal included a
hotchpotch of unrelated articles and lacked coherence. What Lazarus and Steinthal had in mind, he
continued, was old hat and existed already under the label ‘cultural history’: the fashionable term
Völkerpsychologie merely pretended innovation. Lasson represented a major line of criticism of
folk psychology: he did not object to studying the peculiarities of nations as expressed by their

24 For a folk psychologist, and expert on East Asian languages, Steinthal was surprisingly ignorant of Chinese history
and culture: ‘Was zunächst den Inhalt der Literatur betrifft, so ist dieser für die allgemeine Geschichte von geringem
Interesse. Was gehen uns die Chinesen an? Und sie sind zu wenig mit den geschichtlichen Völkern in Berührung
gekommen, als daß wir von ihnen viel anderes lernen als chinesische Geschichte’. Steinthal to Lazarus, 11 December
25 See, for example, Ludwig Tobler, ‘Zeitschrift für Völkerpsychologie und Sprachwissenschaft’, Neue Jahrbücher für
Philologie und Pädagogik, 83 (1861), pp. 257-280.
26 Eduard von Hartmann, ‘Das Wesen des Gesammtgeistes (Eine kritische Betrachtung des Grundbegriffes der
Völkerpsychologie) [1869]’, in Gesammelte Studien und Aufsätze gemeinverständlichen Inhalts (Berlin: Duncker,
1876), pp. 504-519.
‘spirit’, but could not accept the overambitious, even arrogant way in which Lazarus and Steinthal had presented their new ‘discipline’.27

Despite such fundamental and sometimes devastating criticism, Lazarus and Steinthal’s *Völkerpsychologie* found its readers and even followers, for instance the philosopher and sociologist Georg Simmel (1858–1918) who taught from 1890 as *Privatdozent* and adjunct professor at the University of Berlin and had been a student of Lazarus and Steinthal.28 They helped him start his academic career when they agreed to publish his first academic article in the *ZfVS* – an essay on ‘Psychological and Ethnological Studies on Music’, which was inspired by Steinthal’s study on the ‘Origin of Language’.29 In his more mature works, Simmel appropriated central concepts of Lazarus and Steinthal’s folk psychology: the famous lecture on ‘The Metropolis and Mental life’, which summarised ideas from his magnum opus *The Philosophy of Money*, characterised modern culture by the ‘preponderance’ of the ‘objective spirit’ over the ‘subjective spirit’.30 However, Simmel did not share the optimism towards progress that was so prominent in his teacher Lazarus. While Lazarus had held an unreservedly positive view of the ‘objective spirit’ as the force that enabled and represented cultural progress, Simmel stressed the conflict between the objective and the subjective spirit, i.e. between society and the individual. According to Simmel, the individual in modern society – the ‘subjective spirit’ – was overwhelmed by the rapid development of the objective spirit. To Simmel, the ‘progress’ of human culture represented by the objective spirit was an ambivalent force at best since it had caused the alienation of the individual. In Simmel’s view, then, the development of modern culture was not a ‘success story’, as a whole generation of liberal intellectuals and academics had been convinced, but a highly ambivalent process with almost tragic outcomes.31

Even despite these differences in tone and perspective, Simmel’s sociological and philosophical works owed a lot to Lazarus and Steinthal’s folk psychology. His major works were

31 Ibid., 129.
based on a number of central concepts he had found in their writings, such as the ‘objective spirit’ or ‘interaction’, which he reworked and reformulated into a critical theory of modern society that stressed conflict and crisis over progress and harmony. Simmel thus took a peculiar mixture of ingredients from folk psychology, which were stripped of their optimism and belief in science, and replaced by a scepticism towards the achievements of modern society characteristic of the fin-de-siècle. Thus altered and reinterpreted, concepts from Lazarus and Steinthal’s folk psychology have found entrance into the core writings of one of the ‘founding fathers’ of modern sociology.\textsuperscript{32}

Lazarus and Steinthal’s harsh view of anthropology and ethnography did not prevent the reception of \textit{Völkerpsychologie} by the German-born cultural anthropologist Franz Boas (1858-1942), a former student of the ethnologist Adolf Bastian at the University of Berlin, who valued Steinthal’s linguistic studies in particular. Boas defined ‘cultural anthropology’ as an holistic discipline whose subject matter was ‘partly a branch of biology, partly a branch of the mental science’.\textsuperscript{33} In a famous essay on the history of anthropology, he referred to ‘folk psychology’ as the major influence for linguistic-anthropological studies and specifically mentioned Steinthal’s contributions.\textsuperscript{34} In its comprehensive outlook, Boas’s anthropology overlapped with folk psychology since it studied all manifestations of the \textit{Volksgeist} – language, myths, religion and art – alongside the physical and geographical conditions of human life. Boas thus rejected simplistic theories of scientific racism while acknowledging the biological dimension of anthropology.\textsuperscript{35} Despite Boas’s appreciation for Steinthal’s work, there were fundamental differences between his concept of cultural anthropology and \textit{Völkerpsychologie}: Boas abandoned the idea of a hierarchy of civilisations with its Eurocentric bias and replaced it with a pronounced relativistic view; no ‘culture’ was deemed more worthy than any other, and all cultures merited to be studied for their own sake. Boas’s cultural anthropology was based on empirical fieldwork: as a true synthesis of the disciplines that studied ‘man’, he practised a combination of physical anthropology, ethnology,


\textsuperscript{34} Ibid., 518.

\textsuperscript{35} Bunzl, ‘\textit{Völkerpsychologie} and German-Jewish Emancipation’, pp. 82-85.
linguistics and psychology that appropriated perspectives and aspects of folk psychology, but went far beyond the scope of Lazarus and Steinthal’s works.36

3. **Wundt: Between Experimental Science and the Humanities**

Wilhelm Wundt (1832-1920), from 1875 Professor of Philosophy at the University of Leipzig and one of the founders of modern, scientific psychology, is the scholar most closely associated with the concept of Völkerpsychologie. An attentive reader of Lazarus and Steinthal, he continued their ‘project’ and devoted the last twenty years of his long career to writing ten massive volumes of a general and comprehensive folk psychology.37 Völkerpsychologie formed an integral part of his concept of psychology, which consisted of two separate, but complementary, branches. According to Wundt, all psychological knowledge was based on individual psychology, which dealt with simple processes of the mind that could be studied with experimental methods. Wundt had borrowed these methods from physiology and introduced them to psychological research. This scientific approach to psychology, practised in his soon-to-be famous psychological laboratory, established Wundt’s fame and reputation and secured him his place in the annals of the discipline as the founder of scientific psychology.38 Experimental, physiological methods were, however, of limited use for psychologists, Wundt argued. They could only be applied to the study of the most basic functions of the mind, such as reactions, perceptions and sensations. The more complex,
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higher products of the mind asked for a different approach, namely *Völkerpsychologie*, since they could not be re-created in the environment of a laboratory.\textsuperscript{39}

Wundt was a critical reader of Lazarus and Steinthal’s programme for a future *Völkerpsychologie*. While he agreed that psychology had to go beyond the study of the individual, he rejected one of their principal aims, i.e. to transfer ‘scientific’ methods to the study of history in order to discover the ‘laws of development’ of the ‘folk spirit’. Lazarus and Steinthal only had a vague idea of what constituted a ‘scientific method’, and had spent little time in explaining how such methods could be ‘applied’ to the study of the human mind. The trained scientist Wundt, in contrast, had convinced himself of the limited use of scientific, experimental methods for folk psychology, and insisted on the strict separation between experimental-scientific methods for individual psychology, and qualitative-hermeneutic ones for folk psychology. While restricted to observation, the latter were no less accurate or objective than experimental methods, Wundt explained. After all, a number of scientific disciplines such as geology or botany did not proceed differently. Wundt agreed with Lazarus and Steinthal that the task of *Völkerpsychologie* was to study those mental processes which formed the basis of the general development of human communities as evidenced by their mental products (*Erzeugnisse*). But their neat distinction between descriptive and analytical disciplines was too simple, Wundt argued. It was already outdated and not even supported by scientists anymore.\textsuperscript{40}

Only the systematic study of the community, i.e. the *Volk*, as an object sui generis could explain the higher and more complex ‘products’ of the human mind such as language, myths and morality. In accordance with Lazarus and Steinthal, Wundt insisted that the ‘folk’ or nation was by far the most important community formed by human beings. Other groups such as families, clans, or regional, local and professional associations only ever existed within a nation and depended on it, hence the name *Völkerpsychologie* was appropriate. Wundt thus dismissed alternative labels that had been suggested as more suitable and accurate for the new discipline. ‘Group psychology’ implied a focus on other, less important human communities than the nation and was therefore misleading.\textsuperscript{41} Similarly, he preferred *Völkerpsychologie* over ‘social psychology’ or ‘sociology’:
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these disciplines were too focused on contemporary society, he argued, lacked psychological insight and ignored the developmental, historical character of civilisation. Even more so than Lazarus and Steinthal, Wundt had to defend folk psychology against, other disciplines, in particular well-established humanities such as history, linguistics, mythology and philosophy. Wundt was at pains to convince his colleagues that he would be able to provide more than a synthesis of research conducted by specialists in their fields. Still, Wundt insisted that folk psychology was clearly distinct from these disciplines since it studied ‘all those “mental products”’ [geistige Erzeugnisse] which emanate from the community of human life and thus cannot be explained by the characteristics of an individual consciousness since they presuppose the interaction of many individuals’. While ‘all appearances which the humanities study’ were indeed ‘products of the folk community,’ philosophers, historians and literary critics typically focused on exceptional individuals, events and ideas. Scholars in the increasingly popular and independent social sciences saw Wundt’s Völkerpsychologie as competition and were not convinced of the need to establish such a synthetic discipline that lacked a unique method and object of study. One of the main rivals of Wundt’s folk psychology was social anthropology (Völkerkunde, Ethnologie), and like many of his peers from Durkheim to Freud, Wundt depended on the empirical knowledge provided by ethnologists and social anthropologists, but he insisted that folk psychology and social anthropology were different approaches that needed to be kept separate. Völkerkunde studied the genesis, characteristics and diffusion of ‘peoples’ over the globe, but neglected psychological aspects of these processes. It constituted, he insisted, a different discipline with a different set of research questions and interests. Like history and philosophy for Lazarus and Steinthal, social anthropology provided Wundt with the raw data necessary to discover and formulate the ‘laws of development’ of peoples, but it lacked the tools to reach the level of insight his folk psychology would offer.

Even though the first volume of his Völkerpsychologie was published only in 1900, and the final tome of the monumental study shortly before his death in 1920, Wundt had held an interest in and published on the topic early in his career. Already in 1862, he offered lecture courses on psychology designed for medical students; these were published under the title Lectures on the Human and the Animal Soul in 1863. This sweeping survey included, following an overview of

43 Wundt, Elemente der Völkerpsychologie, pp. 1-3.
the study of individual psychology, Wundt’s first attempt at folk psychology, even though he mentioned the term only in passing. At the time, Wundt was still convinced that experimental methods could be applied to all psychological phenomena, and was mainly interested in individual psychology. The *Lectures*, however, included reflections on the very themes and topics which would later form the core of his *Völkerpsychologie*: language, myths, religion, customs and habits.

Similar to Lazarus and Steinthal, Wundt’s interest in folk psychology was related to his interest in ethics and moral philosophy. Wundt, however, published his monograph on the ‘study of the facts and laws of moral life’ well before his *Völkerpsychologie*, where Lazarus and Steinthal had moved on to the study of ethics after they had published on *Völkerpsychologie*. Wundt agreed with Lazarus and Steinthal that any study of ethics had to be built on folk-psychological knowledge of communal life. He described folk psychology as the *Vorhalle*, the ‘portico’ of ethics. Accordingly, Wundt’s *Ethics* included a number of topics that would feature later in his folk psychology, namely the study of customs, habits, and the development of morality.

Wundt agreed with Lazarus and Steinthal that folk psychology depended on an understanding of the relation between the individual and the community, and adopted Lazarus’s term ‘interaction’ (*Wechselwirkung*) to describe this relationship. Importantly, and in contrast to the dreaded ‘individualists’ like Jeremy Bentham, Wundt subscribed to the idea that the ‘whole’, i.e. the nation, constituted more than the sum of its parts and thus constituted a distinct object of study. To describe the relationship between the individual and the community Wundt introduced the term ‘creative synthesis’ (*schöpferische Synthese*). The folk, as a compound entity, was a product of the creative synthesis of interacting individuals and represented a new entity with its own quality and characteristics. Analogous to the human organism and the human mind, which also represented more than the sum of its parts, Wundt conceptualised the folk as a complex entity that could not be reduced to its constituent parts, but needed to be analysed as a whole. In addition, the concept of a creative synthesis accounted for progress in history. Wundt used it not only to define the interaction between individual and ‘folk’, but also to account for the transformation of primitive forms of civilisation to higher stages of development.
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While Wundt’s owed much to Lazarus and Steinthal, he was keen to stress the differences between their and his approach to folk psychology. He was not happy with their term ‘folk spirit’, and instead preferred to speak of a ‘folk soul’ (Volksseele), which proved to be even more controversial and repeatedly caused misunderstandings of his approach. Wundt insisted on the descriptive, non-metaphysical character of the term ‘soul’. Its religious origins and the notion of a substance of the soul had to be overcome, he argued. ‘Soul’ was a purely technical term that described the mental state of an individual and comprised a person’s perceptions, feelings, and volitions. Accordingly, to Wundt the term ‘folk soul’ simply referred to the collective perceptions, emotions and volitions of whole nations or ‘peoples’. It described empirical, mental facts which formed the focus of any folk psychology, i.e. the ‘mental products’ of a folk community. Those critics who had claimed that folk psychology was an impossible discipline since a ‘folk soul’ did not exist, Wundt argued, were themselves guilty of a hidden form of metaphysics, since they still believed in the material existence of the soul and did not understand its psychological character.\(^{49}\) In addition, the concept ‘soul’ as used in modern psychology referred to the physiological foundations of psychological processes and was therefore more appropriate than ‘mind’ or ‘spirit’ (Geist) which excluded or neglected these.\(^{50}\) For Wundt, then, the term ‘folk soul’ had the same status as contemporary concepts such as ‘national identity’ or ‘mentality’: It had no material substance, but was a ‘mental fact’ that could be and indeed needed to be studied in a scientific way.\(^{51}\)

Originally, Wundt’s *Völkerpsychologie* had a neat and clear tripartite structure that he had borrowed from Lazarus and Steinthal. Folk psychology studied the ‘products’ of the folk soul, i.e. those emanations of the human mind that were constitutive parts of any folk and had not been created by an individual. The prime example for this kind of ‘mental product’ was language; hence the starting point of folk psychology was the study of the origins, structure and development of language. The second major part focused on ‘myths’, which included fairy tales, epics, and all forms of religious thought. The third part, ‘customs’, was the most difficult to define and delimit, since it included everything from table manners, mores, attitudes to gender and sexuality, to complex systems of law, economics, politics and the state. Unsurprisingly, Wundt experienced major difficulties with his original three-fold structure of folk psychology, which proved to be too

\(^{49}\) Wundt, *Völkerpsychologie*, vol. 1, p. 9.

\(^{50}\) Ibid., p. 7.

static and limiting, and was forced to widen and expand its scope into a truly universal anthropology of mankind.\textsuperscript{52}

The clearest and most concise summary of Wundt’s concept of \textit{Völkerpsychologie} can be found in the introduction to a concise single volume on folk psychology, first published in 1912.\textsuperscript{53} In contrast to the multi-volume version of \textit{Völkerpsychologie}, which analysed the appearances of the ‘folk soul’ independently and diachronically, the single-volume digest provided a chronologically organised history of mankind (or civilisation). Wundt argued that such a comprehensive summary was the real aim of his \textit{Völkerpsychologie}. ‘Development’ was the main organising principle of his approach: similar to the development of individuals from childhood to adolescence and adulthood, ‘peoples’ developed in clearly defined stages, he argued. The first stage in this \textit{Völkerentwicklung} was the primitive age, which formed the ‘lowest level of culture’.\textsuperscript{54} It was followed by the totemistic age, defined as a state of mind where, in contrast to modern times, the ‘animal ruled over the human being’. The next step was the age of ‘heroes and gods’, when the rule of individuals and the military (\textit{kriegerische}) organisation of the ‘tribal community’ emerged. This age also witnessed the creation of the state as the political organisation of ‘peoples’, as well as national religions: epic tales now replaced the myths and fairy tales of earlier times. The fourth stage of the development of mankind was characterised by the predominance of the national state and national religions, which still dominated the present time. The future development of civilisation, however, would overcome national divisions and lead to ‘humanity’, a truly universal world-civilisation. In its concise form, Wundt’s folk psychology presented a universal history that studied the regular, progressive changes of mankind from primitive to higher, more civilised stages. Like many of his peers and contemporaries, Wundt used ‘development’ as the ‘redemptive word’ that allowed him to make sense of the dissolution of traditional society that characterised the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{55}

Ultimately, Wundt’s folk psychology aimed at a strictly teleological philosophy of history which presented the development of mankind as a one-dimensional path to ‘humanity’. Similar to

\textsuperscript{52} Wundt, \textit{Völkerpsychologie}, vols. 6-10.
\textsuperscript{53} Wundt, \textit{Elemente der Völkerpsychologie}, pp. 1-11. This book was the only one to be translated into English as \textit{Elements of Folk Psychology} (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1916), hence most British and American commentators’ knowledge of Wundt’s folk psychology was restricted to this volume.
\textsuperscript{54} Wundt, \textit{Elemente der Völkerpsychologie}, pp. 7-8.
Lazarus and Steinthal, he thus represented the optimistic idea of progress that had underpinned traditional liberalism, but had increasingly come under attack by critics and pessimists since the 1890s. He also firmly believed in the ‘unity of mankind’, characteristic of Enlightenment thinking, and focused on those traits that were common to all nations while he neglected the differences between them. The main aim of Wundt’s *Völkerpsychologie* was not very different from Lazarus and Steinthal’s approach. Folk psychology would provide a synthesis of the results of specialised research in the humanities. It would replace neither history nor cultural history as empirical disciplines, but the speculative philosophy of history as represented by Hegel.

More so than Lazarus and Steinthal, Wundt stressed the dependence of folk psychology on individual psychology. Throughout his life, he stuck to three fundamental points on the relationship between experimental psychology and folk psychology:

First, that experimental psychology could never be more than a part of the science of psychology as a whole; second, that it needed to be supplemented by a branch of psychological studies that was devoted to the investigation of human mental processes in their social aspects; and third, that this latter type of study was able to make use of information that was no less objective than the data of experimental psychology.  

However, Wundt found it difficult to convince his critics of the unity of psychology and was at pains to demonstrate the causal relationship between individual, experimental psychology and folk psychology. Despite his criticism of authors who wanted to restrict psychology to the study of individuals, or those who used simple analogies between individuals and the community, his folk psychology was based on such an analogy. Wundt had borrowed the three-partite structure of his folk psychology from Lazarus and Steinthal; it also mirrored his notion of the individual mind. In Wundt’s description, the ‘folk soul’ was represented by language, myth (and religion), and customs, in the same way as the individual ‘soul’ consisted of imagination, emotions and the will. Similarly, Wundt’s approach to history was characterised by a deep-seated belief in historicist ideas that treated nations as a ‘collective singular’ and compared them to individuals. Folk psychology as the ‘developmental history of mankind’ took its underlying motives from the *Bildungsroman* and presented the history of civilisation as a continuous learning process that moved towards ‘humanity’.
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Wundt’s *Völkerpsychologie* could be practised from the comfort of an armchair and did not reflect the methodological standards of contemporary social or cultural anthropology. As a work of synthesis, it was derivative and depended on the findings of other scholars. Given the all-encompassing nature of folk psychology, Wundt could not even stay abreast even of the state of research in relevant fields and often relied on works that had become outdated. As one of the last polymaths, he did not fit into an academic landscape that increasingly prized specialisation over encyclopaedic knowledge. He still insisted that his *Völkerpsychologie* was an original contribution to science and represented ‘research’; a notion that did not convince even his most sympathetic readers. Eventually, Wundt made too many enemies and could convince hardly anyone of the wisdom of his approach. While the majority of modern psychologists, intrigued by the perspective of turning psychology into a proper science by employing experimental methods, were disappointed by Wundt’s traditional approach to *Völkerpsychologie*, and while the representatives of the established humanities treated Wundt as a dilettante who presented well-known specialised knowledge as ‘research’, the champions of alternative social sciences saw him as a dangerous competitor to their own efforts.

Despite such structural and methodological problems, even Wundt’s *Völkerpsychologie* found readers and followers and left its marks in the development of the humanities and social sciences. Wundt’s colleague and friend at the University of Leipzig, the controversial historian Karl Lamprecht, appropriated the pillars of Wundt’s approach, reformulated them and presented them as the centre of his cultural history – which in turn inspired the young Aby Warburg, for instance.59 In France, it was Emile Durkheim who adopted perspectives from Wundt’s folk psychology and integrated them in his programme for sociology as the fundamental social science.60 Franz Boas’s ‘counterpart’ Bronislaw Malinowski as the ‘founding father’ of British social anthropology similarly owed much to his knowledge of Wundtian *Völkerpsychologie*. Before his legendary research trips to the Pacific during the First World War, and before he established himself in British academia, he had studied for three semesters with Wilhelm Wundt in Leipzig. It was Wundt’s *Völkerpsychologie*, not the experimental psychology practised in the

Leipzig laboratory, that inspired Malinowski and, together with his reading of James Frazer’s *The Golden Bough*, contributed to his conversion from the sciences and the philosophy of science to anthropology. Best known for his efforts in introducing empirical field-work to the study on anthropology, at first sight Malinowski’s social anthropology seems like the antidote to Wundt’s speculative armchair-anthropology. The evolutionary foundation of Wundt’s *Völkerpsychologie* was anathema for Malinowski, who positioned himself and his ‘functionalist’ approach precisely against evolutionism and diffusionism. However, Malinowski agreed with Wundt that anthropology essentially constituted a branch of psychology, and much of his ‘social’ anthropology could easily be named psychological anthropology. He thus continued a Wundtian orientation into the mainstream of twentieth century social anthropology.\(^6\)

4. The Legacy of *Völkerpsychologie*

At first sight it seems that the efforts by Lazarus, Steinthal and Wundt to introduce *Völkerpsychologie* as an independent discipline ended in complete failure. In particular after the experiences of the Nazi dictatorship and the end of the Second World War it was all too easy to dismiss folk psychology, which had never been established at university level, as a mere ‘approach’. As a consequence, folk psychology was left out of the process of expansion of the social sciences in the 1950s and 1960s. While other disciplines became fully institutionalised, with their own university departments, dedicated chairs, degree programmes, academic journals and associations, *Völkerpsychologie* was dismissed and slowly forgotten. The experience of the Nazi regime damaged the already fragile reputation of folk psychology. Academics and intellectuals increasingly viewed it as part of the legacy of the Third Reich, understood it as a form of national stereotyping, or even associated it with the racist ideology of the Nazis, thus not worthy of the status of an academic discipline.

This judgement did not reflect the intentions of the nineteenth century founders of *Völkerpsychologie* or the nature of their research: neither Lazarus and Steinthal’s, nor Wundt’s, folk psychology had been a forerunner of scientific racism. Quite to the contrary, *Völkerpsychologie* had provided authors who were opposed to racist theories of the nation with a

welcome alternative. Lazarus and Steinthal had dismissed not only biological-racial definitions of the nation, but any ‘objective’ definition of the folk as insufficient. Even more so than Lazarus and Steinthal themselves, some of their followers, for instance Alfred Fouillée in France or W.I. Thomas in America, had referred to folk psychology in this way and employed it in their struggle against scientific racism. Instead, they argued that the very existence of the ‘folk’ depended on the will of its members to form a community and introduced a ‘voluntaristic’ view of the nation which resembled – maybe even inspired – Ernest Renan’s famous definition (the nation as a ‘daily plebiscite’). As such, it resonates with modern theories of nationalism that stress the ‘constructed’ and ‘imagined’ character of national communities. A product of the Jewish background of Lazarus and Steinthal, their ‘voluntaristic’ definition of the nation thus assured an important, but hidden legacy of folk psychology.

As a powerful professor at one of Imperial Germany’s leading universities, Wilhelm Wundt was much better placed to establish *Völkerpsychologie* as an academic discipline than the Jewish scholars Lazarus and Steinthal, who always operated on the margins of the academic establishment. However, his peculiar understanding of the discipline of psychology prevented him from doing so. Hence, for his role in the development of modern psychology, Wundt has been aptly described as the ‘sorcerer’s apprentice’. He contributed greatly to the introduction of experimental methods and was thus instrumental in emancipating psychology as a ‘scientific’ discipline. While providing the paradigm for psychology as a science, however, Wundt remained opposed to the attempts of separating psychology from philosophy and critical of his many students who tried to achieve exactly this separation. To Wundt, psychology had to remain an integral part of philosophy, conceived in a broad way. With his folk psychology Wundt remained loyal to the epistemological traditions of the humanities as they had developed throughout the nineteenth century and thus confused and disappointed the majority of his students, who in turn largely ignored the philosophical part of his œuvre. To them, *Völkerpsychologie* appeared like an unwelcome return to the kind of metaphysical speculation they were desperate to abandon. Folk psychology was an integral part of wide-spanning debates within the humanities at the turn of the century. These debates inaugurated the social sciences and folk psychology contributed to their eventual
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establishment, albeit in an indirect, mediated way. Unsurprisingly, important and canonised scholars such as Georg Simmel, Emile Durkheim and Franz Boas, who adopted central aspects of folk psychology, avoided the peculiar language employed by its founders.